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Xi’s OBOR
or Maritime Silk Road Initiative (MSRI)

$4 trillion to $6 trillion; $1 tn in next decade (HSBC)
to date $250bn/$300bn in projects

O not at all clear what it is – so all embracing – broad policy 

aims – a work in progress –building connectivity –

infrastructure – powergrids – telecoms – right across 

Eurasia –

O Will span thousands of miles and entail the construction of 

hundreds of airports, railways, ports, roads, and logistics 

centres –

O hope to export their expertise in building 18 high-speed rail 

schemes ($143 billion)

O an umbrella project for Xi Jinping - many have been under 

way for some time 

O Despite its significant economic heft China’s soft power still 

very soft 



Improving connectivity/accessibility
a sweeping vision with (too) many objectives

O 1st reason is economic – as economy slows – companies 

looking for additional opportunities abroad – a tiny amount 

compared to domestic investment

O Exports as % of GDP: 37% in 2006 to 19% in 2016

O Recent dramatic growth in trade with central Asian states 

$50bn in 2013 (IMF)

O Ensuring supply and easier access of water, food, 

minerals and energy to continue rapid growth

O find new overland markets to absorb China’s massive 

excess capacity of steel, coal and other key commodities

O A critical issue for both the economy and social stability

O advance regional economic integration and promote 

greater economic reliance on China.



Logic behind OBOR
secure energy resources

O its own poorly developed regions can benefit

O Major concerns about east/west socio-economic disparities

O ‘unbalanced and inadequate development’ (Xi Jinping, 

18.10.17)

O Economic development ($157 bn in 2014) is best solution for 

Islamist terrorism in Xinjiang (largest natural gas reserves, 40% of 

coal, 22% of oil and gateway to larger energy deposits in central 

Asia)

O Many of the countries in OBOR need infrastructure and deeper 

international trade relationships. 

O Expand political influence through strategically using aid, trade and 

FDI – dependency without confrontation

O Economic leverage for political/strategic ends





Overcoming restrictions of China’s geography
strategic vulnerabilities

O South and East China seas ringed with small islands –

passage easily blocked

O To guarantee access to China’s sea lanes

O An alternative sea route through Asia to Europe

O Building of artificial islands in South China Sea seen 

by Xi as a highlight of his 1st 5 years

O Avoiding the chokepoint of the Strait of Malacca (75% of 

China’s oil imports from Middle East)

O An expensive strategy of Xi’s predecessors ensures that 50% 

of natural gas arrives overland from Central Asia





Lenin 1917
imperialism – “the highest stage of 

capitalism”

When capital and productive capacity builds 

up at home in excess of its ability to earn 

returns, it must seek monopoly power and 

thus returns elsewhere, which is how imperial 

projects come to be. 



The China model
“the party leads everything, everywhere” (Xi Jinping 18.10.17)

O China deals with other states and mainly SOEs initially 

involved (loans only to Indonesian SOEs but not private 

firms)  - can facilitate lack of transparency

O OBOR not possible without state organizing financial 

packages (very much government to government)

O ‘plenty’ of foreign reserves to invest outside China: national 

debt $28 tn; foreign reserves from $4 tn in 2014 to $3 tn in 

2016 (remediating soil pollution could cost $1 tn)

O ASEAN: Laos, Cambodia, Thailand and Indonesia, Vietnam, 

Malaysia, Philippines, Myanmar becoming more reliant on 

Chinese investment – according China substantial political 

influence



More whys
Chinese provinces jumping on bandwagon

O China wants benefits in return in terms of exploiting its own 

advantages 

O get more contracts for Chinese construction companies

O in supply and service opportunities for companies involved 

in high-speed rail, power plants, nuclear power, etc

O wants to export its technology and experience to less 

developed regions

O to export Chinese technology standards—such as for high-

speed rail, which could further lock in preferences for Chinese 

exports in the region



Dominant Chinese SOEs in infrastructure and construction
Leverage OBOR to become default global standard-setter in 

particular technologies

O Most powerful long-term implication: the export of 

engineering standards

O Hydropower: Sinohydro is world’s biggest builder of dams 

(50% global share)

O High-speed rail: extensive experience in traversing difficult 

topography to Tibet

O Ultra-high voltage power lines (UHV): well positioned to 

internationalise its UHV standards



Who will benefit from these projects?
Tensions between political and economic goals

O in many cases thousands of Chinese labourers being 

imported to build railways - - made for China by China

O The challenge of avoiding asymmetric relations

O the construction of a vast network of trade infrastructure 

brings economic opportunity to Eurasia’s most unstable 

regions - a positive outcome

O if there are problems with debt repayments, China will be 

forced to reconfigure the debt 

O Chinese think they will lose 80% of their money in 

Pakistan, 50% in Myanmar and 30% in Central Asia 

(Gavekal Dragonomics) 



Maybe some geopolitics

O geopolitical agenda around territorial disputes in the South 

China Sea

O developing a navy and air force capable of establishing 

patrols across the South China Sea

O Paracels, Spratlys and the Scarborough Shoal

O in the Indian Ocean where the Chinese are negotiating 

naval base rights with Myanmar, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and 

the Seychelles

O “string of pearls”, from the Middle East to China, 

containing India’s reach 

O dual-use naval logistics facilities that could be put 

into service controlling sea lanes



Context: Not just a Chinese endeavour 
(to better integrate, develop, and boost trade between the 

countries of Europe and Asia)

O India, Japan, Singapore, South Korea and even the 

US helped build and finance links across Asia

O Japan very active with similar plans to 

construct interconnected trade corridors, ports, 

power plants, and industrial zones across the region 

O Including natural gas purification and chemical plants 

in Turkmenistan, to construct the Delhi-Mumbai 

Industrial Corridor, a high-speed rail line between 

Mumbai and Ahmedabad, etc

O an additional $200 billion to fund it all



biggest race to finance Asia’s infrastructure is 
between Japanese and Chinese national institutions

O competition is increasing the total financing available 

for Asian infrastructure

O In 2016 Bangladesh opted for Japan to build a port  

after a deal with Beijing fell through

O Geopolitical rivalries can see projects of questionable 

value get rapidly approved, without proper 

preparation or cost-benefit analysis, thereby saddling 

borrowers with burdensome debt, as in Sri Lanka

O India a co-founder of AIIB and 2nd largest shareholder 

and like China does not want to be subservient to 

institutions built by the West



Profound disagreements between Europeans and Beijing re 
Silk Road

EU as opposed to  Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Slovenia and 
Baltic states

O EU voted against China’s “market economy status” 

O sore point is steel: China’s huge production capacity has 

flooded world markets

O Estimated that OBOR could increase EU global trade by 6%

O but projects must be economically and environmentally 

sustainable and subject to fair tendering processes

O China’s top SOE building $2.89 bn high-speed railway between 

Belgrade and Budapest – being investigated by European 

Commission if EU laws re public tenders broken

O Athens’s Piraeus Harbour 51% controlled by China Ocean Shipping 

Company (Cosco)

O To become one of Europe’s largest container transit ports



A risky strategy for some of the riskiest developing countries 
very low on Transparency International’s ranking

O If OBOR is primarily about redirecting/diversifying surplus 

savings, exporting overproduction and giving its own 

construction companies work abroad

O Then the projects that are built might not be the ones the 

host countries need. As such, they will not generate the 

expected revenues. 

O China has poor track record on returns on investments 

(Fitch)

O many loss-making regional airports;  Chinese banks not 

allocating resources effectively

O China Railway Corporation has debts of $558 billion



Trojan horse or gift horse?
Business is business

O India and Japan concerned about the strategic 

implications

O did not attend OBOR summit (1000 delegates, but 

only 28 national leaders)

O India is keen to gain a slice of the outbound Chinese 

investment, while China is keen to access India’s 

markets – but India could be a spanner in OBOR 

initiative

O In recent years China has loaned more to developing 

countries than World Bank



B&R: 30-40 years

2049:  PRC 100th anniversary “ Great Revival of the Chinese 
People”

O Projects: ports, roads, railways, airports, power plants, oil and gas 

pipelines and refineries, and Free Trade Zones, etc., as well as a 

supporting IT, telecom and financial infrastructure

O Terms and conditions: high interest payments, a need to use 

Chinese labour, goods and technology and having to grant long-

term access to natural resources.

O Laos railway project (to move goods from western China to SE 

Asia) 

O 100,000 workers needed – mainly Chinese 

O China paying 70% of cost $5.8 billion (“unaffordable”)

O Laos GDP: $12.3 billion in 2015

O China’s state-owned policy insurer will cover certain projects during 

any political or social incidents.



CPEC
connecting southern Xinjiang and Pakistan

O China-Pakistan Economy Corridor (CPEC) the flagship 

project $62 billion)

O Seaport of Gwadar: rights to operate for 40 years

O direct access to Indian Ocean rather than South China Sea  

O From town of 50,000 fishermen to a new Dubai of 2m

O Reducing transport time to Europe, Africa, Middle East

O Billions on Kharakoram 1800 miles of highway to 

access the port + high-speed railway to connect to 

landlocked western provinces

O Failure to pay loans by Pakistan – China could own coal 

mines, oil pipelines and power plants

O Enormous leverage over Pakistan government





Hambantota, Sri Lanka (GDP $81.3 bn)
a loss-making ($300m) container port

Chinese state capitalism comes to rescue

O China Merchants (SOE assets: $855bn) $1.1bn 99 

year lease (majority stake) - $3bn to complete project

O Some qualms re scale of investment (assurances 

re no military use)

O Built for $1bn by Chinese SOEs

O China Merchants have operational skill, clout, capital 

and commercial relationships with shippers inside 

China to attract traffic

O Will get SOEs (Sinopec, etc) to invest in economic 

zone – promise 100,000 jobs









Hambantota: ideal location
for transhipping to India and subcontinent, maintenance, oil 

storage and ship refuelling
To be the key Indian Ocean port between Suez and East Asia

O 12 nautical miles from Indian Ocean linking Suez 

Canal and Malacca Straits

O Alternative route to vulnerable Straits

O Most Chinese imports and exports sail past

O About 10 huge containers an hour (24/7)

O Ideal deep water coastline to handle 400-meter 

container ships and supertankers

O Chinese SOEs building port at Gwadar (Pakistan) and 

upgrading Mombasa 

O US, Japan and Singapore - serious 

reservations re enhancing China’s sea power





Conclusion

O B&R - a move to reignite global trade (by $2.6tn in next decade) 

after major changes in MNC GVCs since the crisis in 2008

O Concerns about its own industrial overcapacity

O WTO limitations re developing countries; TPP demise

O A more assertive trade policy globally will be crucial to support the 

Belt and Road Initiative

O a response to growth model challenges—reliance on state-owned 

enterprise (SOEs) and state subsidized finance - led to over-

investment and an undeveloped services sector

O Most concrete outcome that Chinese provinces to benefit from 

infrastructure and increased trade

O new markets - to continue doing more of the same

O Hunger for infrastructure likely to lead to some modicum of 

success



From Deng’s “hiding its strength and bide its time”
to Xi’s China “should try to make a difference”

O Building alliances with investment power

O guarantees China’s economic security, and breaks through the 

strategic encirclement and containment of China

O How far the global community will accept China’s lead in global 

development

O assertiveness on the South China Sea 

O Context: China, but one more participant!

O China needs/wants to show domestic constituency evidence of 

being a global power

O But anxieties re overdependence on China by neighbours

O A more sensitive approach to local populations needed to prevent 

backlash






